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Year Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YTD 

2019   0.1% 0.3% 4.3% -4.2% 0.1% -0.1% 0.9% -4.1% 7.5% 6.0% 10.5% 

2020 -6.2% -2.0% 2.5% 12.4% 3.6% -6.6% 19.6% 12.1% -3.0% -7.1% 2.8% 14.5% 46.0% 

2021 1.1% 4.0%           5.1% 

 

• The Cypress Fund generated net returns of 5.1% in the first two months of 2021. Our portfolio 

benefitted from the reflation trade; strength in commodities also helped 

• Rising long-end rates in the US are a potential concern; credit markets, which often lead 

equities, have also been showing signs of weakness 

• We discuss GameStop briefly and how market structure contributed to the short-squeeze. The 

same happened in 2008 with Volkswagen when hedge funds were forced to buy at any price 

• Caution is warranted on some of ARK Invest’s holdings. We advise investors to be mindful of 

your exposures in counters with potential for a “reverse” short-squeeze 

• The market is structurally short commodities; we are positioning to benefit from this dynamic 

• We are long Alphamin Resources (TSX: AFM), owner of one of the lowest cost tin resources in 

the world and which will generate over 20% FCF yields in 2021 

 

Dear fellow investor, 

 

The Cypress Fund returned 5.1% net of fees in the first two months of 2021. The main contributors to 

our performance were positions in uranium miners (+4%), oil and gas companies (+1%) and farmland 

(+0.8%). Detractors included Adriatic Metals (-1%) a polymetallic miner that we have discussed in 

previous letters and Helios Fairfax (-0.4%) an African alternative investment manager. Hedges have been 

a wash, contributing little in absolute returns but helping to dampen volatility during bouts of market 

weakness. Please refer to the table below for the fund’s exposure to various sectors that we are 

invested in. Note that the return figure for February is preliminary and subject to changes; going 

forward we will be showing net instead of gross returns, hence the change in headline numbers 

compared to previous investor letters. Your returns will vary from the figures shown depending on the 

date of your investment as well as the fee schedule of your respective share class.  

 

 
 

Since the announcement of COVID vaccines in November, we have seen the reflation trade really take 

hold. While equities on the whole have been flattish this year, the sectors most sensitive to the 

economy are up, such as energy (+25%), financials (+9%) and industrials (+2%). Previously strong sectors 

have lagged, including technology (0%), healthcare (-1%) and utilities (-7%). In particular, commodities 

have rallied strongly (crude +27%, copper +16%, soybean +7%) and our portfolio has indirectly been a 
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beneficiary. While we have been and still are optimistic about 2021, we have also been adding hedges 

since December; it is always somewhat unnerving when markets rally too hard too fast. 

 

In recent weeks, investors have also gotten increasingly concerned about long-end interest rates, with 

US 10-year bond yields convincingly breaching the 1% barrier and even touching 1.5% last week. In our 

last investor letter, we had flagged this as a potential sign of a reflating economy but this seems to be 

inducing jitters amongst investors instead. Perhaps more worryingly, we are starting to observe some 

weakness in credit. Credit markets tend to lead equities so it is a tad concerning to see the weakness in 

IG credit (white line below), although one could argue that this is largely due to the rise in rates. We will 

be watching this space closely. 

 

 
 

A Word on GameStop 

 

For a few weeks in January, GameStop was the most talked-about stock and for good reason. For much 

of the past decade, it has been a sleepy name for investors. As the world’s largest video game retailer 

with over 5000 stores in the United States, it was victim to the cannibalization of brick-and-mortar retail 

by e-commerce, and seemed destined to join the ranks of Sears, Borders and countless other physical 

retailers. Since 2013 when GameStop’s share price last peaked, its market capitalization traced a smooth 

95% decline from over US$4 billion to under US$200 million in April last year. COVID seemed like it 

would only accelerate this demise, and the stock was a favourite of short-sellers who were purportedly 

short more than 100% of the outstanding shares of the company.  

 

Then in the last weeks of January this year, the stock experienced a short-squeeze of mammoth 

proportions. Amateur investors on Reddit, so the narrative goes, started buying the stock and driving up 

the price in a coordinated fashion. In the process, this forced short-sellers to buy back their shorts,  

exacerbating the price action. At its high on January 28th, the stock nearly touched US$500, implying a 

market capitalization of over US$33 billion, or up nearly 200-fold since the lows. In the process making 

millionaires out of retail investors, decimating hedge funds like Melvin Capital and even triggering US 

congressional hearings.    

 

http://www.ternaryfmc.com/
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/roaring-kitty-gamestop-stock-congress-still-bullish-prepared-remarks-testimony-2021-2-1030094272
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/roaring-kitty-gamestop-stock-congress-still-bullish-prepared-remarks-testimony-2021-2-1030094272
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/01/31/melvin-capital-lost-more-than-50percent-after-betting-against-gamestop-wsj.html
https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2021/02/18/gamestop-hearing-robinhood-reddit-ceos-testify-before-congress/6770118002/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2021/02/18/gamestop-hearing-robinhood-reddit-ceos-testify-before-congress/6770118002/
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Market Structure Matters 

 

Some of you may recall a similar situation back in October 2008 when a hedge-fund short squeeze drove 

the shares of Volkswagen up 20-fold in less than a week (see chart below overlaying Volkswagen in 2008 

with Gamestop today), making it fleetingly the most valuable company in the world at the time (over 

US$420 billion, more than Exxon, Petro China and Microsoft).  

 

 
 

The circumstances then bore structural similarities with the GameStop situation today. Hedge funds 

were heavily short the common shares of Volkswagen while at the same time long the company’s 

preference shares, betting that the large spread between the two would compress. Unbeknownst to 

market participants, Porsche, Volkswagen’s largest shareholder, had been quietly increasing its stake in 

VW through options and common shares (but not preference shares). On Sunday October 26th, Porsche 

publicly announced that they had effectively amassed 74% of VW, which combined with the state of 

Lower Saxony’s 20%, meant the effective public float was only 6%. Hedge funds went into a buying 

frenzy when they realized there were not enough shares for them to cover since they were short over 

12% of the company. This drove the price of VW higher, which made shorts even more desperate to 

cover, further fueling the upward price action.  

 

In both episodes, hedge funds had sizeable short positions that were larger than the public float, setting 

the stage for the supply-demand imbalance. In addition, these large short positions were well known to 

the market, which attracted new participants to join in to attack the shorts. Finally, options and other 

derivatives were in play which added to buying demand (market markers who were short gamma 

needed to buy ever increasing quantities of shares to delta hedge their position the higher the price 

went). While it is unlikely that many investors believe GameStop to be worth US$33 billion today or 

Volkswagen US$420 billion then, valuations did not matter. The conditions were such that some market 

participants had to buy at literally any price, hence the unbelievable price actions we saw.  

 

Could ARK Invest Also Become A Target? 

 

ARK Invest, the active management ETF firm founded by Cathie Wood, has seen assets grow from 

around US$10 billion to US$60 billion over the last 12 months. ETFs do not have long-term capital and 

http://www.ternaryfmc.com/
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can rapidly gain or lose assets based on the sentiments of its investors. These flows are reflexive in 

nature – higher prices attract inflows which drive prices even higher; the reverse is also true as we have 

seen in the past week.  

 

This dynamic is magnified in a number of smaller cap, illiquid holdings where ARK is a large shareholder 

(>15%). In a sell-off, these holdings will likely underperform the rest of ARK’s investments and most 

certainly lag the broader market. The fact that ARK publishes their holdings daily does not help – as in 

the cases of GameStop and Volkswagen, such information will attract adversaries who will join in the 

hunt; in ARK’s case they could band together and short the most illiquid holdings to force ARK to 

capitulate. Below we compared the companies in which ARK has the largest percentage stakes (hence 

more illiquid) versus their largest absolute holdings (but with smaller percentage stakes). On average the 

former are more volatile and experienced sharper declines compared to the latter. We would urge 

investors who own these names to be aware of the potential for a “reverse” short-squeeze.  

 

 
(Ownership – ARK’s stake in the company across all ARK ETFs; # Days Volume – ARK’s shares divided by 30-day average daily 

trading volume, ie how many days it would take to sell the entire stake; Volatility – Annualized volatility calculated using prices 

from last 10 trading days)  

 

We want to highlight that the total ETF-related exposures to these illiquid names is probably a multiple 

of ARK’s. In addition to managing their own ETFs, ARK also provides advice to Nikko Asset Management 

which sell similar products in Japan. Sumitomo Mitsui also seems to own positions that mimic ARK’s 

exposures, not to mention other copycat products offered by private banks and other wealth 

management platforms.  

 

 

 

http://www.ternaryfmc.com/
https://www.nikkoam.com.sg/sp/nikkoam-ark-disruptive-innovation-fund-lp
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The Market is Structurally Short Commodities 

 

In Singapore, there is a common belief that we are born with a natural “short housing” position. Your 

first property merely hedges your need for a roof over your head; only subsequent purchases give you 

exposure to the property market.  

 

We have a similar situation today where the market is structurally short commodities. Commodities had 

been the darling of investors in the 2000s and a key component of strategic asset allocation, in part 

driven by the Chinese-led boom in commodity demand. Over-investment in the go-go years and the GFC 

resulted in a collapse in commodity prices and an exodus of investor capital from the space. The energy 

sector’s weighting in the S&P 500 has fallen from over 16% in 2008 to under 3% today. No doubt, this is 

due in part to climate change concerns and the push to diversify from fossil fuels. That said, this is 

unmoored from the reality that energy transitions take a long time and we will likely still be using fossil 

fuels for decades to come. The historically low capital allocation by investors to energy and commodities 

mean that should narratives change, there could be a rush by investors to re-allocate to this space, with 

potentially explosive impact on prices.  

 

 
 

Just as important to mention is the impact of under-investment on depleting reserves. Mining capex has 

been declining over the past decade with the result that many commodity markets are now in a supply 

deficit. The market is slowly coming to this realization; just observe the doubling in copper prices over 

the past year. Critically, commodity supply comes with long lead times. Even if investors return to the 

sector and capex eventually picks up, it will at least be 7 to 10 years before we can have a true supply 

response. At risk of being overly dramatic, the conditions for a short squeeze in commodities are in 

place. We need to position ourselves accordingly.  

 

http://www.ternaryfmc.com/
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2018/03/meet-vaclav-smil-man-who-has-quietly-shaped-how-world-thinks-about-energy
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As an example, we are invested in Alphamin Resources (TSX: AFM) which owns the Bisie deposit, one of 

the world’s highest grade tin resources. Tin, primarily used in solder today, is also the metal that is 

expected to be most positively impacted by new technology (see graphic at end of letter), even more so 

than lithium or cobalt. Alphamin has a market value of CAD$684 million and at today’s tin price, will 

generate in excess of 20% free cash flow this year. We estimate today’s market cap to be between 0.8 - 

1.0x the company’s NAV, which although higher than what we typically like, is not unreasonably priced 

compared to some other mining companies, especially those in lithium or cobalt. Insiders own large 

stakes in Alphamin, including experienced resource investors such as Sprott and Denham Capital. 

Notably, the biggest tin producers today are in China and Indonesia – Alphamin is one of the few high 

quality tin producers listed in the Canada that western investors can easily access. In the near term, we 

think Alphamin’s stock may weaken after a relentless 4-month rally, but longer term, we are excited 

about the fundamentals of the tin market and the unique position that the company occupies as the 

largest western-listed tin miner with one of the lowest cost resources in the world. 

 

Concluding… 

We started 2021 on a stable footing, with small gains in our holdings, offset slightly by the hedges we 

own. Given the heightened volatility in risk assets in recent weeks and the concerning weakness in credit 

markets, we intend to continue to keep a portion of the portfolio hedged. As always, we are grateful to 

you and your family for your support. Thank you for reading and we look forward to hearing your 

questions and comments. And to our Chinese readers, happy Lunar New Year and best wishes in the 

year of the Bull! 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 
 

Yongchuan Pan 

1 March 2021 

http://www.ternaryfmc.com/
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